In this paper, we present numerical algorithms for squaring a non-square system by finding -additional columns in input matrix (for tall "stems) and by finding additional rows in output matrix (for fat systems). Severa case are considered depending up the requirements on the ra of the iput-output interaction matrix.
Introduction
In LQG/LTR controler de [1] of non-sqae systems, one is often forced to sqring the system. This can be accomplished by a up the system i.e., by finding additional peetdo-iXup or pueudooutputs such that the resulting square system has its seros at desired locations in the complex haf plane. Squang can also be accomplished by squarng the system don such that the resulting squae system has minimum-phase [2] . However, it is well known that this is equivalent to solving an output feedback compensation problem and may typicaly require dynamic compensation, thereby increasing the order and complexity of the system. This paper addrese the following problem: "Given the state matix (A E R"xs, system dynamics), the input matrix (B E RRXx, location of actuators),-the output matriX (C E RXS, locati of the sensors) and the input-output interaction matrix D E RPx ¶ p M n. Determine a pseudo-output matrix C E R("'-P)x' and possibly an input-output interaction matri D E R(m-P)xu m if p < m, such that the resulting square system has its scros at the desired locations in the left half plane.' Note that1 the problem of determinig a pseudoinput matrix B, when m < p is the dual of the above problem and can be easily solved. In next two sections, we determine the conditions under which the above problem can be solved and develop a computational scheme for its solution.
Depending upon the dynamics of the given sys- where All = All -BiD'Cil and A12 = A12 -BIIDfl'Cl2 Therefore, if the reduced order subsystem (4.3) satisfies the conditions in Section 2.1., the (n-m+r) transamision can be assged at the desired locations in the complex plane, subject to complex conjugate pairing.
Computation of C and 1D
Here we show the computation of the C for one of the cas. The (5.1) where the subscript of 0 denotes its dimension and Co2 E R(m-P)x(n-m). has its zeros at the desired location in the left half plane. It 
